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Pressures on the Data Center
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Today’s CIOs, data center managers, and IT departments have more to think about than ever before. New regulations are requiring enterprises to store ever-larger quantities of data, do more to mitigate the environmental effects of large data centers, or both.Customer demand for 24x7, Web-enabled access to transactions and services means that data center downtime can have serious business effects.And data centers must be sufficiently agile to keep up with fast and unpredictable business change.Some key data center trends and facts:As more business processes become digital AND integrated, more infrastructure is needed that must be hosted in the data center. As a result, data centers are rapidly growing in size and complexity.Data center costs are increasing dramatically. Floor space, power, and cooling requirements are expanding as businesses add more servers and storage devices. But the costs that are rising the most are power costs and data center/infrastructure management cost, due to the growing number of physical and virtual assets.In addition, many IT departments are investing heavily in disaster-recovery solutions and relocating key data centers to locations where power supply and telecommunications infrastructures are more reliable or cost effective.The bottom-line is this: there are tons of pressures to transform the data centerTraditionally, companies would only look at facilities, in the context of DCT. HP believes these pressures do not only come from the facilities, but also from operations, the business and the IT infrastructure. You need to transform across these domains. In fact the business is adding quite some pressure. The more business processes get digitized, the more infrastructure in needed and we have seen the number of servers more than quadruple over the last 10 years.The most critical ones, according to a survey of AFCOM to its members:29% mention serious problems with power as their #1 problem29% cooling21% floor-space More DetailsOne might ask the question: As there have always been issues or things to improve in the data center, why is this more serious now ? The thing that is different now, is that power, cooling and sometimes floor space issues have become so severe, that IT executive may have to respond negatively to the business and say that they can not roll out the infrastructure for a key (growth) project. We have to back to the Internet boom years (1998-2000) to find a situation where this happened. Since then, with all the IT cost reduction, IT executive have been looking forward to business projects, as those often resulted in IT projects and investments and offered an opportunity to modernize the infrastructure. Being an inhibitor for business growth, is not a desirable position to be in… One might ask the logical follow on question: If it is so severe, why has it not yet been fixed ? The challenge with data centers is that it requires a lot of capital to modernize your data centers. CIO’s can not build a new data center from their yearly (shrinking) budgets (a new data center can cost between $100M and $500M). Hence the need to go to the board, and require help from the outside to make the case AND, even more important, to execute the project well as it has board level attention !To help customers solve these problems, HP offers a portfolio of services and products for efficiently designing, deploying, and managing an transformed next generation data center.
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Challenge: Complexity still growingMost businesses have this.  An out of control infrastructure environment with too many applications and instances of enterprise applications.  The amount of resources it takes to maintain this environment can be overwhelming.Today’s complex architectures are the product of years of organic growthOngoing operations and management of varied systems dispersed throughout an enterprise is inefficient and expensiveRedundant applications and platforms lead to under utilization of resources and hinder the ability to provide customers with the right information at the right time and the right price Dispersed systems and rigid architecture make it difficult to adapt to business changes and impede innovationThe cost of this complexity is a poor alignment with the business and may result in:Inability to meet customer demandsLoss of competitive edgeToday’s infrastructures are complex and inefficient silos of poorly utilized computing capacity
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Analyst views

Data Centre Institute, IDC, HP DCT Study

• By 2010, more than half of all data centers will have  to relocate 
to new facilities

• More than 40% of data centers will be replaced within the next 
10 years

• Over the next 5 years power failures and limits on power 
availability will halt data center operations at more than 90% of 
all companies

• More than one-third of chief executive officers and CIOs believe 
that in two to five years their data centers will be incapable of 
dealing with the rapidly growing demand for services and 
applications.



HP Adaptive Infrastructure

Low-cost pooled IT assets and services
Desired stateCurrent state

High-cost IT islands

Turn IT into a 
service provider

Increase IT agility for business flexibility; lower cost of IT operations; mitigate risk
while delivering higher quality of service; helping drive business growth

Technology for better business outcomes

Accelerating adoption of next-generation 
data center technologies and services
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As most of you know, HP has been helping companies to modernize their data center for more than 15 years. As the data center has become way more integral to business success, we introduced our Adaptive Infrastructure initiative. Through the AI initiative we have really double downed on our investments.Our goal all along has been to drive NGDC-specific product and service innovation and R&D both as standalone, modular, standards-based components while continuing to integrate our portfolio across these ’enabling’ areas to provide relevant solutions to customers regardless of the how they choose to operate their IT to deliver value to the business.The result – helping you accelerate your adoption of next-generation data center technologies and services that drive better outcomes … both from your IT and your business.
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Let me start by proving an overview of our Adaptive Infrastructure portfolio.I mentioned earlier, AI is our strategy to accelerate adoption of next-generation data center technologies and services. This slide shows the HP Adaptive Infrastructure initiatives and key enabling areas that help us do that. These are core to our strategy as we make new investments and add new innovation.Data Center Transformation is a comprehensive approach for data center consolidation, automation, business continuity and energy efficiency. These solutions speed business service innovation by providing practical ways to overcome energy and capacity limitations, operational vulnerabilities and IT constraints that plague today's data centers. The result is data centers that are business-driven, process-smart and provide future-ready assets for a business to achieve a greater competitive advantage.Service Management helps close the growing gap between the demands placed on IT and IT’s ability to deliver by better aligning IT with the business needs. These solutions are designed using industry best practices and best-in-class tools by providing a link between the business dynamics and the underlying infrastructure that enables better support of diverse and ever-changing business requirements. Applications Modernization is a major industry and customer initiative impacting IT organizations and operations. These solutions help customers accelerate business innovation and support business change by shifting the mix of investments from “lights on” maintenance to new business-driven IT initiatives. Key enablers, as I stated earlier, are core to a next-generation data center. The HP portfolio includes well-integrated core technologies and capabilities that come together in different, yet very relevant ways. I will drill down in this area in my next slide.But that’s not enough in this new world of business … and IT. In the center, we are investing in new technologies and services in emerging high-impact areas that are critical for agility, better cost management, and the basis for effective delivery models to help you more rapidly and systematically adopt and deploy the right solution with deeper integration by design. These include:Mission Critical infrastructure on volume economics - OverviewCustomers are continually innovating new business and IT services to gain a competitive edge. They need to delivery against more demanding performance thresholds that reduce business risks associated with unplanned downtime; meet service-level agreements (SLAs) across various business segments; deploying mission-critical applications using new technology, such as blades and virtualization, to lower your operating costs; and, improve alignment of your technology service levels with Line of Business (LOB) requirements. Continuous availability is a must.HP helps drive the availability that was traditionally associated with a mainframe across a standards-based environment that delivers volume economics – including choice of applications and delivery models. Customers have trusted HP for decades to deliver a mission critical infrastructure to run their most demanding business applications with the highest availability, security and scalability which collectively translates to IT confidence. End-to-end virtualization, automation and management - OverviewAs customers seek to gain the value of next-generation data center technologies and to gain some of the benefits that have been attributed to cloud from their own in-house data centers - virtualization, management and automation are essential enablers. Virtualization enables the fluid pooling of hardware resources; management software provides control while automation continuously optimizes IT service delivery. This is important because a comprehensive, integrated software portfolio is required to optimize data center operations from hardware configuration to IT service delivery. HP leads the market in delivering chip-to-service delivery with differentiated technology, the deepest partnerships and the broadest portfolio which we bring to market in a seamless fashion across the whole company. For example, the combined value of HP Software and HP Insight Software help customers manage unexpected workload demands efficiently by adding or reducing infrastructure automatically – accelerating delivery of services to the business. HP Storage virtualization is both an enabler for virtualized IT environments and for richer storage services that dramatically improve acquisition cost, operating costs and resource utilization. And our virtualization, management and automation services portfolio help converge these three enablers to allow IT to move from being viewed as cost centers and service provider to becoming a business partner.Energy efficiency and facilities optimization - OverviewAs part of normal operations, customers are needing to decrease (or at least maintain) electricity costs and extend the effective life of their existing data centers – while demonstrating how their IT is helping contribute to corporate environmental (green) goals. These customers are looking for energy efficient solutions and expertise.HP is a recognized as global leader in energy efficiency assessment and design services and provides a broad range of solutions including our HP Thermal Logic portfolio that helps reduce total IT energy use, reclaim trapped energy capacity, and help extend the life of your data center. Also, our HP Critical Facilities Services, delivered by EYPMCF team, offer a comprehensive set of globally-delivered energy efficiency assessment and design services. And through our service, you can help you look at data center design from a completely new angle – achieving power density needs without sacrificing redundancy or efficiency - and generate millions of dollars in savings right from day one.Massive scale-out compute, storage, and data center infrastructure - OverviewIncreasingly, IT infrastructures need to be designed and provisioned from resource pools made available to IT professionals as a service through a self-service portal – effectively creating an infrastructure as a service [IaaS] environment. Provisioning the hardware infrastructure for massive scale-out and the cloud-enabling data center requires servers, storage, and power infrastructure designed for scale – delivering maximum performance – combined with extreme density and power efficiency.  Not to mention affordability, reliability and manageability when deployed in large numbers. HP provides an extensive range of adaptive infrastructure solutions today to help traditional enterprise IT organizations and external cloud providers become more effective and cost-efficient IT Service Providers. HP also provides an integrated set of solutions that include dense servers and storage optimized for massive scale out, software and infrastructure to automate the entire data center operations lifecycle, data center services to enable new business models for delivering IT as a service, and data center infrastructure solutions to optimize energy, floor space and cooling.Additionally, HP is investing in cloud research test beds around the world to look at how enterprise application workloads can be re-written to realize the economic benefits as well as helping IT shops and cloud service providers govern and control the management of a hybrid services environment to deliver cloud-based services to both consumers and the business.Converged compute, storage and networking fabric - OverviewApplications and business services rely on a solid compute, storage and networking fabric. What businesses care about is the performance of their business services and applications. They look to IT to provide the foundation those services run on which needs to include compute, storage and networking.Having a simplified, agile, integrated, and cost-effective network - integrated as part of the larger data center infrastructure – is critical. The network must provide proactive network defense and data protection, it must be standards-based and meet compliance requirements, and it must be flexible for the infrastructure to accelerate the provisioning of business services.Enhancements to the HP networking suite addresses these customer needs through standards-based networking that is heterogeneous with robust automation tools and automated provisioning. But the network alone is not enough to ensure the performance and delivery of business services. Integration of networking with compute and storage resources is key to ensuring your business needs can be met by your IT and data center capabilities. HP is continuing to invest in areas such as management of cloud and virtualization, intelligent performance analytics, replacement of point tools with integrated solutions, and deployment of a more ‘Allocate-to-order’ model that provides a menu of standard resource types where the infrastructure is provided as standard services from menus that drive greater efficiencies and faster time to new applications.Utility-ready Infrastructure - OverviewMany customers are looking for a way to pay for their IT infrastructure more on a usage basis. In essence, they want to build a computing power plant ready to meet potential demands of the future with the ability to acquire and deploy these infrastructure power plants anywhere in the world. However, they also want the option of acquiring IT equipment as a service and expect their IT vendor to bear some of the financial risk, or supplement the up-front investment.Today, HP offers a broad range of utility offerings that provide pre-provisioned assets, allowing customers to dial capacity “up” and “down” and pay according to actual (metered) usage, and provide choice of building their own data centers or plugging into HP’s as their IT infrastructure. We are also supplementing our existing utility offerings with the new BladeSystem “pay per use” solution and integrating our server and storage metered usage offerings so that there is a common customer experience when they acquire combinations of these utility offerings. The next wave of Utility-ready Infrastructure offerings will extend the existing utility offerings into a single solution that allows customers to acquire an entire infrastructure as a single procurement but pay for that infrastructure on a utility (metered usage) basis.
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When we discuss transformation, we do so in the context of building out an Adaptive Infrastructure.  What do we mean?First, let’s define an NGDC and look at its key attributes. Fundamentally, it's an environment designed to be agile and flexible … ready to support business growth, no matter how unpredictable, and provide a strong foundation for innovation for new  business services.  This automated, lights-out, virtualized, globalized resource reduces operating costs, improves quality of service, increasing the speed at which change is accommodated, and improves energy efficiencyThis is delivered through a comprehensive and integrated set of AI enablers.  These technologies provide the foundation to change older infrastructure into a modern strategic  asset.  These enablers are crucial to effectively addressing the individual DCT customer initiatives (consolidation, automation, energy & space efficiency along with business continuity & availability).   So why not take a strategic approach, integrate these initiatives and transform your data center WHILE you’re implementing these projects?  Line up the projects, so that the transformational benefits of one project make the next project even more successful, with even bigger returns.[CLICK]One other point to make.  There are various “maturity levels” to adaptive infrastructure. It’s important to ensure that the level you plan for will meet today’s and tomorrow’s business needs and requirements.  Not everyone needs an adaptive, shared infrastructure.  Optimized, or service oriented, may very well meet your unique needs.  We can make use of the AIMM resources and assessments to determine the right level for you.Let’s look at some customers making investments in transformational projects, big and small. [Enter any extra notes here; leave the item ID line at the bottom]Avitage Item ID: {{685F961C-2659-4BD3-9F5E-6C913E387349}}
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Building the roadmap with the Adaptive 
Infrastructure maturity model 
Current and desired state based on standard metrics
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AIMM is used first to establish the current state of the IT infrastructure, and then to define where the required target state should be for each metric for a given IT organization.The infrastructure’s current state and desired state is rated against the five stages of maturity in each of the domains: Stage 1 – Compartmentalized (least mature); Stage 2 – Standardized; Stage 3 – Optimized; Stage 4 – Service Oriented; Stage 5 – Adaptive, Shared Infrastructure (most mature) And four domains:Technology and ArchitectureManagement Tools and ProcessesCulture and Staff (IT Personnel)Demand, Supply and IT Governance�The next step is to identify the priorities in terms of which metrics are most important to make progress on in a given timeframe. This information will then provide a specific roadmap towards an adaptive infrastructure for a given IT organization, and for which specific metrics exist to measure progress towards that goal.For example, a cost metric in the technology and standards domain is the number of infrastructure standards at each IT resource layer. A value metric in the management and process domain is the % of service level agreements which are monitored and reported on an on-going basis. An agility metric in the culture and staff domain is the ratio of staff resources allocated to maintenance versus innovation or new services.A speed metric in the culture and staff domain is the ratio of staff resources allocated to maintenance versus innovation or new services.�Most IT vendors focus only on the first two domain areas as they are the easiest and quickest to implement. But to really be successful in the transformation to a NGDC you will need to address all four domains and only then you will achieve the desired value. And this is not just us talking at a conceptual level. Through our own IT transformation, we are addressing our global IT environment across each and every domain. HP is the only company doing a transformation on such a scale, so we should know a little bit about what we are talking about.I’ll talk more about this transformation in a minute.
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HP was spending a lot more than a lot of competitors on IT. Only 30 percent of IT organization was managed in IT. The rest of it was out in lines of business, etc.Shadow IT was out of control and growing daily. Too many projectsNo portfolio viewAntiquated infrastructure due to trying to keep costs in line rather than investing in technology innovationAlthough we are an infrastructure manufacturer – we do pay for our technology!Large spares inventory and no plan to get rid of it. There was a plan of what we should be doing, but no plan to get thereFragmented workforce in over 100 global locationsmore resources dedicated to legacy support than innovation
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The right direction. The right connections.
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We are on the journey..Portfolio Management: a reduction from 1,200 projects to 500Workforce Effectiveness: initiatives have led to tighter collaborationData Center Consolidation: on the way to decreased cost, increased processing power and capacity, higher availability and securityEnterprise Data Warehouse: single source providing global access �on track to come online this yearWorld Class IT Procurement has already �delivered extensive savings
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